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What items do you replace and or
restock most often?

a new decade
a new focus
a new web site
a new web shopping cart

Here's to expanding Scrap-nCountry! Progress…slow and
steady. I’ll let you know when!

Gen R

in October,
Since I joined
time has been spent tutoring at
Grandson James' elementary
school as well as researching and
learning about small business,
entrepreneurs, finances, medical
plans, networking, marketing, and
me.
One thing became clear; I do not
want to work in a cubicle ever
again. I do like customer service,
administrative support work,
teaching, and interacting with
people. So, while I have a resume
ready and a plan for “how to
search for a job,” I'm setting out to
expand Scrap-n-Country instead.
The plan is in phases... the custom
scrapbooking, web site store with
an expanded list of vendors and
products, and then a place for you
all to come and work on your
crafts, shop, and eventually, stay
for retreats.
PLEASE answer these few
questions so SNC can carefully
choose new product directions.
The basics, especially, we want to
make affordable. I'm thinking
Fiskars next.
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Custom Scrapbook of
your holidays...

What are your favorite scrapbook
product companies?
How many kinds of adhesives do
you use?
Which adhesive(s) do you use
most often?
What is it that you can't resist in
your LSS (local scrapbook store)?
What Scrap-n-Country “logo”
product would you most likely
buy/use/wear?
What product would you like to be
able to get at a good price from
SNC?
Please email your responses to

During Christmas 2008, we got a
new little tree that fit perfectly in the
bay window. This “Our New Tree”
page joins others in the Christmas
album. It is good to look through
the albums and see how things
have changed over time.

noreen@scrap-n-country.com
or feel free to talk with me. I really
appreciate your ideas. (For
instance, I know Teri likes the Tim
Holtz products!)
Many thanks for your efforts,

Noreen

Featured Quote
Resolved,
to live with all my
might while I do live.
−

Now while 2009's pictures are
being developed, let me help you

start one for your family!

Jonathan Edwards
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Featured Products
Hats off to Candy, friend and
Stampin' Up demonstrator, who
called when she saw Bazzill's
Piercing Mat at a local discount
store for $8.50. Scrap-n-Country
was able to get this 12.5 x 6.5” mat
for less! The foam mat is marked
with a 1” grid to make aligning
easy.

•

Alphabet

Squeezers
4.25 + .29 tax = $4.54

•

Glitz

•

Christmas

12.5” x 6.5” Piercing Mat
6.80 + .43 tax = $7.26
While I was checking out the
piercing mat on Bazzill's web site, I
discovered Jewel Templates.
SNC now has each on them in
stock! What a perfect way to lay
out gems (Candy's going to use
them for brads) in “perfect”
designs!
•

Borders

Bazzill’s Squeezers are also in
stock now. (they are plastic)

•

Garden

Then, I just had to get gems to go
with them! The gems come in ten
colors and are in packages with
60-3mm and 48-4mm gems. The
self-adhesive gems are designed to
fit in the reusable jewel templates.

Chablis
Pink fairy
Cardinal
Tangerine blast
Desert sun Lime
crush
Pauly poo
Wild pansy
Walnut blackboard
Artesian pool
and clear

2.13 + .14 tax = 2.27 per package

•

Flowers & Flourishes

To view all the colors, see

http://bazzillbasics.com/produ
cts/adhesive-jewels/

Jewel Templates
5.10 + .34 tax = $5.44
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to order, call or email!
Shipping/delivery is FREE
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Featured Spaces

Because the shelves are 14” deep,
even the largest scrapbooks fit.
The height of the shelves is
adjustable. I’ve protected the open
ends by placing 17.25” x 13”
pieces of mat board. Bookends,
too, would work to keep the
albums upright. Wheels were
purchased to facilitate
dusting/vacuuming under/behind
the shelves. (We collect a bit of pet
hair in our household!)

A Wordle for your enjoyment.

N

oreen’s scrapbooks – 96 of
them -- are on new shelving
(from Lowe’s). While the
shelves are not cherry and there is
no ladder to reach the top library
shelf, they are attractive enough
and very practical. They bring the
scrapbooks to a reachable space
so more people will pull one off the
shelf and enjoy the stories they tell.
The chrome wire (also came in
black or white) lends itself to
hanging protected pages and Ohio
State Fair ribbons as decorations
and the possibilities for
suspending/arranging supplies are
endless. An unfolded paper clip is
about as inexpensive a hanger as
you can get! Combine the
paperclip with a page protector and
you are displaying layouts!

MORE Spaces
YOUR Spaces

M

y friend and
avid scrapper,
card maker,
and bead-er Teri,
said, “One of my
favorite things to look
at in the scrapbook
magazines are how
people organize their
'studios.' I think you should ask
people to send in photos of their
studios or their favorite organization
tip, and post them on your
website...want to start with
mine???? lol”
Sure, Teri, we'll start with yours!
The new web site will be activated
SOON and Teri’s STUDIO will be
there! Here’s one of her pictures to
whet your appetite.
Teri is an avid garage sale shopper
and finds some really incredible
deals. She also uses found objects
in enviable ways. She is very good
at thinking outside of the box!

Please share pictures and any
story you want to tell about
your scrapping space and SNC
will post it!
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Featured Guest

A

dele, friend
and scrapbook
artist, buys
packaged coffee
from Starbucks and
liked the stamps
used to seal the packages. Asking
a vendor for a logo item is a great
way to get clean “found”
items that can be used
to embellish your pages
(See them along the
bottom of the layout?)
Beautiful!

thought is to begin an “About Me”
album. She also has plans to
teach reading in Uganda this fall –
now THAT will give her some great
pics to scrap!
One idea I scraplifted from Adele’s
work space: cover a mat board
with fabric (Adele used black
flannel) and use it as a push pin
display board for working pages –

just to be sure they are finished – or
-- to admire recently completed
layouts before they get filed away in
an album.

Starbucks, anyone?
If you would like to be a featured guest, let’s
talk! One of my goals is to get published,
too, ☺ and now Adele is!

See the Starbucks bag,
too?
[Note: because the
stamps and bag are not
acid free, be sure they
don’t directly touch your
pictures, Spray them
with Archiver’s Mist®, or
place them in an acid
free pocket before
adhering to the page.
Items can be scanned
and printed on acid free
paper.]
In Adele’s scrapping,
she tries any and all the
techniques she sees
from spatter painting a
background to quilling a
giant snowflake, to
printing a photo on a
transparency and laying
it over printed paper.
Her main subjects are
three kids, a dog, and
travel. Adele’s next
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